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in response to networking diseases*
The 1970s have seen the development of considerable enthusiasm for" network" building,
whether among individuals or among groups and institutions. Much hope has been attached to
this" alternative" vehicle for action following the failure of " coordinating bodies" and" organizational systems" to respond to the perceived needs without imposing unwelcome forms of order. Recommendations to create a network are widely felt to be low-key, low-threat options in a
variety of sensitive situations. As such they may also serve as convenient (" cosmetic,,) tokens
of action where " effective" action is not considered possible.
The purpose of this paper is to examine some of the assumptions underlying the enthusiasm for
networks and their operation in practice. It is hoped that such an exercise will identify some of
the pitfalls of the network option and identify possibilities for improvements.

Minimal requirements
for network emergence
The creation of networks is facilitated by
the following factors which should be
contrasted with their equivalents in conventional organizations.

1. Minimal commitment:
A member of a network is seldom obliged
to make any major commitment to the network or to other members individually.
Any strong commitments may be made
on an ad hoc basis, but they may also be
avoided. Pressures to respect network
obligations are mitigated by the member's self-arrogated right to reserve re-

a meeting of the United Nations University GPID project (Geneva, October 1978).

(*) Working paper for

sponse to such pressures. Participation
tends to be undemanding.

a network. This is often the case with
" invisible colleges" (1).

2. Diffuse membership:
It is characteristic of many networks that
the membership boundary is unclear.
Particularly when the network does not
have a single controlling centre, portions
of the network may relate closely to bodies not perceived by other portions to be
part of the network. Such bodies may
perceive themselves to be part of the network and may be so perceived by those
to whom they relate. Membership is often
not of the card-carrying variety and i9
more a question of degree of involvement
as perceived by others over a period of
time. Consequently some are considered
members who do not perceive themselves to be, and others are not so considered although they may well perceive
themselves to be. A network of interacting bodies may of course exist even
though it is not recognized or labelled as

3. Minimal organization:
Since networks are frequently created to
avoid conventional modes of organization, and since alternative modes tend
themselves to be lacking or suspect, little
can be done to "organize" a network.
Responsibilities can seldom be allocated,
since an "allocator" is not recognized
and there is little obligation to respect
such allocation anyway. A degree of organization is introduced through agreement that a particular body should process information for the network. Such
activities exert a pressure on other members which results in a minimum amount
of organization. However this may effectively be equivalent to the action of a
newsletter or journal on its readership even if some «readers" are stimulated
to correspondence, others to write arti-
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des, and others to participate in
ers clubs ».

«

read-

4. Minimal expectations:
It is characteristic of many networks that
members do not necessarily have high
expectations concerning the action of the
network. Frequently networks are conceived as auxiliaries or complementary to
action which members may undertake individually through other (conventional)
structures. Or alternatively networks may
function where expectations are reasonably low because it is recognized that
major or sudden progress is not possible,
particularly through conventional structures.
5. Diffuse concerns:
Whilst some networks have very specific
concerns, the members of others have a
wide-range of preoccupations which
overlap or reinforce each other in a complex manner. Of particular importance are
those cases where the domain of interest
of the network is highly complex, transdisciplinary and involving a variety of
possible responses (research, political
action, personal life-style change, etc.).
The concerns of the network as a whole
may well be extremely elusive to the
point that members recognize each other
less in terms of a shared attitude to present concerns, and more in terms of a
shared response to potential future concerns.
6, Minimal organization of preoccupations:
It follows from the previous point, and
from point 3, that the concerns of a network are seldom well structured. The
complex subject domain may resist conventional efforts to organize it and members may themselves resist efforts to order their perceptions of it within any particular framework. Where an effort is
made to use some framework, this tends
to be viewed as an administrative convenience minimally related to the non-explicit substantive ordering of the domain. It
follows from this that conceptual integration tends to be a major difficulty (even if
its desirability is not rejected for reasons
analogous to members rejection of the
organizational coordination or integration, which gave rise to the network in the
first place). Efforts to use the network
model to structure the substantive concerns have not paralleled Its use to structure the relations between members.
7 Minimal collective learning:
Since a network maintains no central repository of written records, collective
learning (if any) tends to take an oral
form, This can be powerful in its own way
but fails to build up a body of knowledge
(as opposed to lore) which can be drawn
upon on suitable occasions.
8. Minimal activity:
It follows from the above points that the
network, as a network, is often characterized by minimal activity or productivity,

verging on total passivity or inertia. But
again the requirement that a network be
" productive» or "active» may well be
rejected by members in favour of "being» (as opposed to." doing »). As with
the traditional "old boys network », its
significance emerges from its existence,
not the specific activities which it may facilitate from time to time. This is not to
deny that a network may suddenly be activated in response to some specific situation (e.g. a crisis, an election, etc.), although in becoming "active» its members may prefer to create one or more
conventional (ad hoc) structures through
which to work.
9. Unpredictable potential transformation :,
As implied by the previous point, most of
the above characteristics need to be
qualified by the fluidity of networks and
the attitudes of members towards them.
Networks can change and evolve very
rapidly, to the point of manifesting characteristics contrasting markedly with
those noted above. It is not clear what
factors contribute to, or trigger, such
changes.

Unpleasant
networking realities
In continuing this study, it should be noted that the purpose is to highlight the
weaknesses of network activity not its
many strengths which have been adequately lauded elsewhere (2, 3, 4).
Clearly combinations of the weaknesses
noted above may result in a network of
minimal significance, if only to those who
tend to perceive themselves as members.
Such activity as there is may then be
characterized by :
- regular contact between key members
only
- irregular or no contact with some members
- member contact (if any) with central elites and rarely (if at all) with other
members

- fragmentation of the network into subnetworks
- member activity only in response to stimulus or to occasions, namely not selfactivating or continuous
- member dependence on continuing encouragement, whether verbal or in the
form of some financial support (namely
« activated» members as opposed to
" self-activating,,)
- limited ability of members to process
communications from other members
and to integrate them into some larger
framework
- reliance on forms of communication
which in themselves hinder integration
and collective learning (or action) :
- presentations, or exchanges of documents, in a " show-and-tell " spirit,
to impress others of the importance
of particular isolated activities
- publication of collections or compilations of documents which require
that the reader perform the task of
integration which the contributors
avoid
- presentation of results as the work of
individual member bodies rather than
as an integration of their thinking
- member interaction designed to improve respective individual contributions but not to integrate them
- inability to focus (or build) on issues
raised by individual contributions, or
on the lacunae which emerge be-.
tween them
- different skills and perspectives remain alien (or occasionally hostile)
to each other and do not lead to the
production of a framework which exemplifies their complementarity.
Difficulties such as these are due to
many factors which will become better
known in the future. However, insofar as
the network is designed to reinforce what
the members are doing mdividua!iv anyway, it comes to be evaluated against the
ability of the member to act without the
network. This loses sight of what the net-
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work can achieve as a whole. This is examined below by considering the" communication units" and "comunication
frameworks" within the network.

Networking operations
A. Communication units :
by this is meant the physical unit for information transfer.
For example:
- books in a library network
- bibliographical records or abstracts in
a documentation network
- transactions in a financial network
- papers (or verbal presentations) in a
research network
- event announcements in an "alternative " network.
These examples suggest distinctions
such as:
- some networks exist only to ensure the
transport of the units, and their significance lies in their ability to do so
throughout the network
- the units transferred in some networks
are of value to the members as indicators of action they can perform elsewhere independently of the network.
In the case of the research network, it is
supposedly the facts and concepts
contained within the communicated units
(i.e. the papers) which are of value to
members. But in such a network, presumably the idea is not only for members to
" feed" each other so that they can act
better elsewhere independently of the
network. The contents of the communicated units are supposed to be processed,
evaluated, and reordered into more useful patterns within the network.
The question is whether, by emphasizing
the use of papers as communication
units in a research network, this obstructs the communication and integration, of the ideas that they contain. By
embedding a useful idea in a (lengthy)
paper, it may be easily overlooked and
filed with the paper under "waste
paper ". The same is true of a verbal presentation, a debate, or any form of dialogue. The essential logical units upon
which collective learning and progress
depend quickly drift into oblivion under
current procedures. Against this it may
be argued that key concepts are retained, despite the enormous wastage
considered acceptable. Or alternatively, if
emphasis is placed on the learning process, then whether or not ideas are
" lost" is irrelevant, since similar ideas
will be rediscovered on the next occasion
that the process is activated.
B. Communication framework:
By this is meant the setting within which
the communication units are exchanged.
For example:
- a «visit ", with its many opportunities
for discussion and exchanges of opinion
a face-to-face group meeting, namely a
form of " multilateral visit"

- a newsletter, bulletin, etc.
- a journal or compilation of papers
- a data network.
Clearly when the prime purpose of the
network is to transfer the units between
the members, no special difficulty arises.
But when, as in the case of a research
network, the network as a whole has to
process, evaluate and integrate the logical units contained within the physical
units, then further questions must be
asked concerning the communication framework:
- does it ensure storage and retrieval of
logical units (as opposed to physical
units), or is there extensive leakage of
logical units into oblivion
- does it provide facilitative processes to
ensure the juxtaposition and integration of logical units, not only of a similar
kind, but also where dissimilar units
have to be maintained in a dynamic
balance or state of complementarity
- does it ensure that all resources assembled at anyone time (e.g. at a
meeting) interact appropriately, or:
- is much time devoted by all to polite
attention to a speaker repeating
(familiar) arguments already circulated in writing
- do some participants feel inhibited,
intimidated or unable to interact effectively because of the momentum
established by the articulate minority
(however incorrect the viewpoint
promulgated)
- do some issues, of major interest to
a minority of participants, remain undiscussed because of the agenda
selting procedures and convenient
time constraints.

Containing and focusing
network dynamics
The previous section clarifies the central
problem associated with those networks
which have potential, as a network, to
move to a new level of significance. The
problem is one of containing and focusing the wide variety of ideas generated
so that they interact appropriately to permit the emergence of new insights of a
more comprehensive and more integrated nature.
But" containment» would appear to imply a networking philosophy which is
contrary to that which prevails. It implies
a level of discipline which the first section
(above) shows to be uncharacteristic.
And yet in some kinds of networks a major effort is made to minimize" leakage"
or maximize «coverage" (e.g. interbank, bibliographical, etc.). The looser inter-personal or inter-institutional networks would tend to view this as a step
towards "coordination" with all its attendant ills. And indeed the problem is
neither so challenging, nor so potentially
rewarding, in the case of networks: (a)
which allow themselves to be coordinated from a central point - for these are
merely loose or disguised hierarchies; or

(b) which are solely concerned with the
" transport" of communication units between network members - for this is primarily a hardware and standardization
problem, even if all communication
passes via a central clearing point.
The challenge lies more with networks
whose members could interact as much
(or more) with each other as with (or via)
any central point. A clue to a remedy
would seem to lie in the complementary
attributes of tension/compression which
are characteristic of hierarchical systems
but are absent from inter-institutional networks (5). Such networks, as shown
above, tend to be "flabby» and "sloppy ». However the" jackboot» characteristics of hierarchical systems, to which
the tension/compression attribute contributes, are equally unsatisfactory.
The problem would thus seem to be that
existing networks are « untensed ",
whereas hierarchical systems have an
undesirable form or degree of tension/compression (for some purposes at
least). The lack of tension in networks is
particularly evident in the tendency for
" distance» to be established between
those ideas (or, more irrationally, those
advocating them) which are antagonistic
to one another or perceived in some way
as incompatible. The normal consequence is for no relation to be established between them - or worse still,
their advocates ignore each other, refuse
to dialogue, or even adjust the interaction
lines within the network so that no further
interaction is possible. This is how a network keeps itself « cool». It is also how
it renders itself irrelevant because the resulting lines of communication tend to favour «conceptual incest ", or some organizational equivalent.
A desirable level of tension may therefore
be introduced by maintaining «confrontation» (compression) relationship between opposing ideas (or even between
the bodies supporting them). The difficulty is that such relationships tend to break
the network apart, as noted above. But
this tendency may be opposed by " compatibility» (tension) relationships between mutually supporting ideas (or even
their corresponding advocates). The
challenge is to balance the confrontation and compatibility relationships within an appropriate structural configuration of a non-hierarchical variety (N.B.
They are not balanced in a hierarchical
structure). The result would be a tensed.
network.
Relatively little is known about such
tensed networks and that is limited to
general principles derived from the study
of structure in the abstract (but from a
design viewpoint). An attempt has been
made to show the relevance of such studies to the elaboration of a rich variety of
alternative forms of organization - whether of groups or of concepts (5).
Exploring this avenue further should
show how the key networking problems
of leakage, storage, integration and fo-
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cus of logical units can be resolved within
the framework of such tensed networks.
Of special interest is that the" energy level» of the network increases the more it
is tensed, namely the greater the number
and variety of incompatible elements that
can be balanced within the configuration
by compatibility relationships.

Tensed networks and
social reality
The moment there is a question of interrelating incompatible logical elements,
the gap between theory and reality is
highlighted. If the elements are " incompatible » they cannot be integrated within
.a theoretical framework dependent, as
most are, on logical compatibility. The
problem of interrelationship between
such elements tends of necessity to be of
no theoretical interest.
An analogous problem exists between institutions. Unless they are compatible, in
the sense of having the same legal, ideological, or substantive basis, they cannot
be integrated within an institutional
framework dependent on such compatibility. The problem of interrealtionship
tends to fall outside normal institutional
concerns, and is " dumped» under" public relations ». And, in fact, networks
have been developed to overcome the
problems to which this closure gives rise.
Despite these two tendencies, social
reality contains incompatible elements of
both a theoretical and an institutional
kind, with the one often reinforcing the
other. And it is their incompatibilities
which are significant in the dynamics of
that reality. Tensed networks thus constitute an interesting bridge between
compatibility and incompatibility and
could possibly provide a more adequate
reflection (or model) of social reality. It is
important to draw attention in this way to
the limitations associated with the conventional fixation with the need to advocate monolithic theoretical or institutional
frameworks from which incompatibilities
have been hygienically removed - despite the high probability of their persistence in society. There is a special irony
in the tendency of some networks to recommend such frameworks when their
members are unable themselves to tolerate the monolithic character of such
structures.

Facilitating networking
The communication frameworks (see
above) used by networks do not lend
themselves readily to containing and balancing network dynamics within new
configurations - as suggested by the preceding sections. One form of communication which is ideal for this purpose is
computer conferencing. Its relevance to a
research network has been described
elsewhere (6), together with the importance of " intermediate communication interfaces » where computer technology is
not appropriate. A study should be made
to compare the costs and advantages of
using this approach with those of assembling individuals at a meeting.
However, even when individuals are physically assembled at a meeting there are
many problems of ensuring the best utilization of the intellectual resources so
mobilized. Such meetings deteriorate
only too easily into communication
frameworks characterized by leakage,
fragmentation and lack of focus of logical
units. The possibility of using computer
conferencing to enhance face-to-face
meetings has been explored elsewhere (7). The technique was used in
this way in 1976 at a Congress of the International Society for Technology Assessment (8).

Further work required
(a) Tensing Networks: in search of
clues
There are interesting constraints on the
manner in which networks can be tensed
by the illtroduction of confrontation elements. In order for there to be a balance
between such counteracting (compression) elements, some degree of symmetry is required. In fact, in the absence of
symmetry it is difficult (although not impossible) to tense a network satisfactorily. A good guide to reflection is the problem of tensing a (fishing) net. Even if it
were torn in many places, it would still be
overly simple because it is planar. As
such it could only be tensed by pulling
externally on its perimeter - which would
constitute a model of external dependence. Of greater interest is the closed
net (e.g. a string shopping bag). Here the
network can be tensed against itself by

inserting enough (compression) struts
between adjacent knots until the resulting spheroid can no longer be crumpled.
However, in order to do this effectively attention needs to be given to the allocation of the struts. This is where symmetry
enters the picture.
Just how much attention needs to be given to symmetry is not clear. But by exploring symmetry constraints, ideas
emerge concerning some of the ways in
which networks can be tensed, even if
such formulae are only ideal types to
which no natural network will conform exactly (cf. the relationship between naturally occurring crystals and crystal
symmetry classes) .
In the spirit of the search for clues to answers, rather than in the hope for immediate answers, an attempt has made to
identify the range of symmetry forms
which help to understand more about
how networks can be tensed. This is
done (see pp.
) for both 2-dimensional
and 3-dimensional forms, since understanding of the one is a guide to understanding of the other. This approach is a
development of earlier work (1) and was
originally prepared in connection with an
analogous problem with networks of concepts (9).
(b) Network self-representation
Some means is required to represent the
variety of issues, questions, assumptions, concepts, etc. with which the network is concerned. The representation
should provide an integrative overview,
preferably in (wall) chart form, reflecting
areas of comptatibility and areas of confrontation. (A description of such a meeting aid will appear in a forthcoming issue).
(c) Network diseases
To give greater clarity to thinking about
the manner in which networks can fail, it
would be useful to examine the varieties
of network" disease ». (See, for example, pages 486-489).
(d) Network function/dysfunction maps
It should be possible to condense insights concerning how a network functions (2, 3, 4) onto a single sheet in the
form of a « map ». This should also indicate the various ways in which a network
can fail or be drawn into some state of
imbalance. Such maps could constitute a
valuable guide to working with networks.
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CLUES TO TENSING ORGANIZATIONAL NETWORKS (see article, pages 480-483)
Summary of symmetrical 2 and 3·dimensional forms
A : 2-DIMENSIONS (circular symmetry)
Stablllte: If a square or polygon is made from
a series of struts which define its edges, and if
those struts are connected by flexible joints,
the resulting figure can be distorted and is
therefore unstable. To be stable a shape must
have its faces composed of triangles. If triangulation is done with tension elements, the
shape cannot be distorted in 2-dimensions,
but it is unstable if lifted off the plane surface.

Based on information in :
- Anthony Pugh. An Introduction to Tenasgrlly.
Los Angeles, University of California Press, 1976
- Anthony Pugh, Polyhedra; a visual approach.
Los Angeles, University of California Press, 1976

WITHOUT TENSION ElEMENTS

1. Struts linked end-ta-end in a "ring» pattern; N struts enclose an area of the form of a
regular polygon.
N = 3, triangle
4, square
5, pentagon
6,hexagon
7, heptagon
etc.

B : 3·DIMENSIONS (spherical symmetry)
Stability: If a cube or polyhedron is made from'
a series of struts which define its edges, and if
those edges are connected by flexible joints,
the resulting figure can be distorted (and is
therefore unstable) unless all the faces are triangular (as in the tetrahedron, octahedron or
icosahedron). Certain counteracting configurations of struts and tension elements (tensegrity structures) are stable without triangular faces. The resulting network of tension elements outiines the polyhedral form on which
the tensegrity structure is based.
1. Strut end linked to M other ends; N struts
enclose a volume.
1.1 Equal faces forming 5 regular polyhedra
N = 6, tetrahedron (4 triangles)
12, octahedron (8 triangles)
12, cube (6 squares)
30, icosahedron (20 triangles)
30, dodecahedron (12 pentagons)

1.2.3 Struts linked end-to-end in several over-,
lapping (or interweaving) «ring" patterns enciosing an area of the form of a regular polygon
N = 6, triangles (2)
8, squares (2)
9, triangles (3)
10, pentagons (2), etc.
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1.2 Equal face arrangement around each vertex 1.2.1 forming 13 semi-regular polyhedra
N = 18, truncated tetrahedron
24, cuboctahedron
36, truncated octahedron
36, truncated cube
48, small rhombicuboctahedron
60, icosidodecahedron
60, snub cube
72, great rhombicuboctahedron
90, truncated icosahedron
90, truncated dodecahedron
120, small rhombicosidodecahedron
150, snub dodecahedron
180, great rhombicosidodecahedron
1.2.2 forming facially regular prisms (Le. not
sphericaJly symmetrical)
N = 9, triangular prism
12, square prism (Le. cube)
15, pentagonal prism
18, hexagonal prism
21, heptagonal prism, etc.
1.2.3 forming facially regular antlprisms (Le.
not sphericaJly symmetrical)
N = 6, triangular anliprism (Le. octahedron)
16, square antiprism
20, pentagonal antiprism
24, hexagonal antiprism, etc.
1.3 Unequal face arrangement (reguiar face
only)
1.31 Portions of 1.1 or 1.2.1 (14 forms)
1.3.2 Joining polyhedra from 1.1
Joining polyhedra from 1.1 or 1.2.1 to
those from 1.3.1 (15)
1.3.3 Joining polyhedra to those from 1.2.2
(26)
1.3.4 Joining polyhedra to those from 1.2.3
(11 )
1.3.5 Special cases (8)
1.3.6 Joining polyhedra from 1.3.1 and from
1.3.5 (18)
(N.B. These are not sphericaJly symmetrical).

1.4. Concave regular forms
1.4.1 Elaboration of central symmetry by
" stellation ".
1.4.2 Elaboration of central symmetry by
« faceting ".
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1.4 Concave regular forms
1.4.1 Elaboration of central symmetry by
«steJlation" (equal regular faces only)
N = 30, small stellated dodecahedron
30, great steJlated dodecahedron
1.4.2 Elaboration of central symmetry by
« faceting " (equal regular faces only)
N = 30, great dodecahedron
30, great icosahedron

I
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WITH TENSION ELEMENTS

2. All struts pass (approximately) through
centre point; ends do not touch and are linked
by tension elements (outlining a regular polygon).
N = 2, square outlined
3, hexagon outlined
4, octagon outlined, etc.

2. All strut centres pass (approximately)
through centre point; ends do not touch but
are linked by tension elements (outlining a regular polyhedron)
N = 3, octahedron outlined
4, cube outlined, etc.

3. Strut ends overlap (but are only connected
via tension elements), enclosing an area in
the form of a regular polygon.
N = 3, triangle
4, square, etc.

3.1 Tensegrity diamond pattern with struts
enclosing a volume; external tension elements
outline a regular polyhedron
N = 8, octahedron
12, cuboctahedron, etc.
3.2 Tensegrity zig-zag pattern with struts
enclosing a volume; external tension elements outline a regular polyhedron
N = 6, tetrahedron
12, octahedron
30, icosahedron
36, cube, etc.

4. Strut ends linked together to form a regular polygon; tension links from vertices
to a common central point
N = 3, triangle
4, square, etc.

3.3 Tensegrity prism, with struts not enclosing a volume (Le. not spherically symmetrical)
N = 3, triangular prism
4, sqaure prism, etc.
4. Strut ends linked to form a regular polygon
with a single strut passing at right angles
through the centre point of the plane. Vertices
linked to the ends of the single strut. (N.B. not
spherically symmetrical)
N = 4, triangular polygon
5, square polygon, etc.
5. Strut ends linked together with struts interweaving; vertices linked by tension elements.
5.1 Forming a continuous tensegrity circuit
pattern.

5. Strut ends linked together with struts overlapping; vertices linked by tension elements.
5.1 Forming a continuous circuit (for N odd)
N = 5, pentagram
7, heptagram, etc.

5.2 Forming a tensegrity made up of several
independent interweaVing circuit patterns of
struts (each forming a regular polygon)
N = 9, triangular circuits (3) : cuboctahedr.
12, square circuits (3)
15, pentagon circuits (3).
5.3 Forming a tensegrity made up of
several independent i

5.2 Forming independent overlapping (or interweaving) circuits
N = 6 (2 triangles)
8 (2 squares), ete.

5.3 Forming a tensegrity made up of several
independent interweaving circuit patterns of
struts (each forming a polyhedron)
N = 12, tetrahedra (2)
18, tetrahedra (3)
COMPOUND FORMS

6. Regular polygon strut patterns linked together (e.g. as tesselations)
6.1 Same polygonal shapes
6.2 Same polygonal shape arrangement about
each vertex

6.3 Various polygonal shape arrangement
about each vertex
7. Strut ends linked so as to nest one regular
polygon within another; the two polygons are
linked by tension elements.

6. Regular polyhedral (or tensegrity) forms
linked together (e.g. as cylindrical masts, arrays, etc.) (N.B. The compound form may be
spherically symmetrical if the constituent polyhedral forms are appropriately chosen and
linked)
6.1 Same polyhedral forms.
6.2 Same polyhedral form-arrangment about
link points.

6.3 Various polyhedral form arrangments
about link points.
7. Strut ends linked so as to form regular polyhedra (or tensegrities) nested one within the
other; the two structures are linked by tension
elements.
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TENSING ASSOCIATIVE NETWORKS
TO CONTAIN THE FRAGMENTATION
AND EROSION OF COLLECTIVE MEMORY *

Introduction
As with many other social phenomena,
never has there been a period of history in
which so much occurred under the term
« communication". There has been little
interest in attempting to see how the
many different forms of communication
are related and in determining the significance of the resulting pattern. In general it
is clear that these processes are vital to
the future evolution of world society, but it
is far from clear how they relate to the
pattern of societal institutions and to the
increasing problems they attempt to resolve. These are the preoccupations of
this paper which also attempts to clarify
the nature of some of the inherent limits
which must be taken into consideration if
the pattern of future communication is. to
contribute significantly to any response to
the emerging world crisis - and if the quality of individual and collective life is to be
enhanced.
Miscommunication about communication

There seems to be no adequate overview
of the range of forms of communication.
On the one hand, it is a topic which too easily lends itself to generalities of little
operational value. But. on the other hand,
communication-related projects stressing
concrete issues of importance too easily
misrepresent the full range of communications by creating the impression that the
aspect of concern is the principal one and
others are negligeable - although usually
no reference is made to them.
The best example of this is the much publicized International Commission for the
Study of Communication Problems which
has just completed its work (1). Its mandate from Unesco was: « to study the totality of communication problems in modern societies ... But Sean Mac Bride in his
introduction to the final report states
\« ours is not simply a report on the collecItion and dissemination of news or on the
Imass media .. but nevertheless « the major problems in these areas were starting
tOints for our discussion •. It so happens

that most members of the Commission
were directly connected with the media as
were the working documents prepared.
Futhermore in the final report Sergei Losev (USSR) notes:
« The term «communication .. was not properly defined and this tended to mar our Report terminological/y. Communication and
information, communication and mass media
are often mixed up. It is especially regretful
that due to this too wide a definition of the
term « communication» the problems of information were not adequately dealt with...
And it would be incorrect to translate the
word « communication" into Russian otherwise than" information" in too many cases"
(1, Appendix).

In addition to the Unesco study, three valuable broad-based sources to guide the
construction of such a map are:

The report does not clarify what aspects
of communication have been excluded.

- communication-related organizations
(whether governmental or nongovernmental) as listed amongst the 10,000
bodies in the Yearbook of International
Organizations (4)

Seemingly as a response to some omissions in Unesco's venture, the International Telecommunication Union has
agreed to act as the lead agency for a UN
World Communication Year proposed for
1983. Having excluded « transportation ..
from the scope of the Year, the hardwareoriented proposal is that:

- communication-related problems as
listed amongst the 2,600 « world problems .. in the Yearbook of World Problems
and Human Potential (8) (*)
- forms of presentation as currently under
review in a sub-project of UN University's project on Goals, Processes and Indicators of Development. (••)

" It would take into account communication
services such as public correspondence
(telephone, telegraph, telex etc.), telecommunications services including space telecommunications and data transmission, telecommunications for the press, sound and
television broadcasting, telecommunications for civil aviation and for shipping, and
postal services. The Year would focus on the
progress of communications technology and
its contribution to development" (2, para.
9) (*).

But again, even after combining the Unesco and ITU approaches, what aspects of
communication are quietly neglected?
How easy it is for initiatives such as these
to misrepresent the scope of communication.

At a June 1980 meeting of this sub-project some steps were in fact taken towards clarifying useful dimensions for such
a map. A first draft, necessarily crude, is
given as Diagram 1. The map includes varieties of communication which are easily
neglected but a test for the value of including any particular item is whether an
aspect of communication is lost by excluding it. It is preferable that the map should
contain items which raise doubts rather
than include only those on which there is
widespread consensus. An important
characteristic of such maps is precisely
that a horizon effect makes it difficult for
people preoccupied with distant domains
on it to recognize the communication
significance of each other's domain.

Towards an overview of communication

Communication for what?

There is little point in striving for some objective definition for «communication ...
Like the United Nations attempt to define
aggression, this would require many years
and have little final value. What would be

Since there are so many barriers and
problems associated with communication
in society today, it is important to look

') Prepared for

(.) Some 200 communication-related problems have al-

Commission 11/ (Role of associations in

transnational communication) of the
World Forum of IntemationaflTransnational AssociatiOns Brussels, 23-27 June 1980

of much greater value would be to establish some kind of « map .. on which were
located all the different forms of communication. Hopefully this could be done in
such a way that communication «problems .. and the domains of organizations
concerned with communication could
both be located. Such a map - even if
crude - would clarify what was included in
any discussion or project on «communication .. - and what was excluded.

ready

been

extracted

from

this

publication

by

L S Harms (9).

t) A final deciSion on the Year has been deferred to an
ECOSOC meeting in July 1980.

(••) The Union of International Associations is participat-

Ing in this SUb-project.
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carefully at the consequences of removing them - if that were possible. It is too
easily assumed that the "free flow of information» would lead automatically to an
improved condition of society and to view
that as a valid goal.
There are however certain inbuilt limits
connected with the communication process which will be discussed in more detail below. But the fundamental question
is the social significance of communication. Perhaps the following main kinds of
communication can be usefully distinguished:
- communication to maintain the social
fabric and the sense of community,
namely a socialising process largely Independent of content (to some extent
"communication for communication's
sake») reinforcing the sense of identity
of the communicators
- communication in response to recurring
problem situations through known
procedures possibly requiring some adaptation
- communication with new content demanding new patterns and completely
new procedures
- focused communication orienting new
communication patterns in terms of
some overriding pattern of concerns.
The second of these may be associated
with the "maintenance learning" process identified in the recent Club of Rome
report (5) as faltering when faced with the
unexpected. The third corresponds to the
" innovative
participatory»
learning
proces which that report stresses as the
important complement to maintenance
learning. But whilst the innovative communication needs of specific new situations are relatively easy to comprehend,
their iconoclastic characteristics are precisely those which resist any tendency to
weave them together into an overriding
pattern of communication capable of responding to a " crisis of crises». This additional level of focused communication
has received almost no attention. It is the
corrective to excess at the third level
whether of the form" innovation for innovation's sake" or the isolationism of fiefdoms each characterized by an innovative
approach.
The dilemma posed by this fourth level becomes evident to some participants in exciting new communication environments,
whether highly supportive group environments or those created by computerconferencing (7). When the obstacles have
been removed, what is the purpose of
communication? It quickly becomes apparent that the obstacles conceal from
awareness a widespread fundamental incapacity to build new conditions collectively through communication. Any recognition of this tends necessarily to be repressed and leads to a preoccupation with
any of the other three types of communication. (Both the second and third conveniently create the impression that something purposeful is being achieved).

Containing significance
Achieving this fourth level of communication may be seen in terms of "containing" significance. At the three other levels this is not of major importance. In
each such case communication can take
place without great concern for whether
significance is accumulated, concentrated and focused. As a result it tends to fade
away rapidly as other matters well up into
awareness. This does not mean that information is not registred and stored, rather
that what is stored is not easily accessible
to memory- it is not" active" information.
Significance has to be imparted to it in
some separate operation.
Whilst these remarks are relevant to the
individual, it is the societal implications
which are the prime concern of this paper.
The Club of Rome report cited has
achieved much in stressing so eloquently
the importance of " societal learning" as
distinct from individual learning. How does
society «learn,,? How is significance
" contained" in society? How does information of significance get built into a configuration of knowledge whose recognized significance is greater than the sum
of its parts? How does a society fail to
" get its act together" or keep it together?
As a first step towards answering these
questions, it is necessary to look at what
is known about " collective memory" and
its limitations. This is explored in a separate paper (6). Note that these limitations
are limits to learning - a perspective contrasting with that of the Club of Rome report entitled "No Limits to Learning " (5) (').
Groupware configurations
as containers: constraints
Returning to the map (Diag. 1). it might be
assumed that this constitutes a crude impression of a pattern of communication
activity which does effectively contain
significance. But as argued elsewhere (6). our society is more than just a
"forgetting society", it is one in which
collective memory is becoming progressively more fragmented and eroded. The
fact that a more adequate map has not
been produced is an indicator of the fragmented nature of society's communication processes.
The limits noted there (6) seem to preclude any centralized form of collective
memory such as has been imagined in visions of a «world brain" (H G Wells).
Even in the best endowed intelligence agencies, no amount of computer technology can overcome the individual human limitations to grasping and comprehending
the larger patterns of significance - or the
difficulty that individuals have in linking
together with others those portions of the

("i With the recent publication of the French edition of the
Club ofRome report, under the title: « On ne finit pas d'apprendre " it becomes apparent that there is a somewhat
trivial dimension to the Club of Rome argument. Equally
significant reports could be produced bearing tifles such
as « No Limits to Forgetting" or " On ne finit pas d'oublier ....

pattern which they have each comprehended (even if they can justify the attempt). There is no way that such a society can respond, other than spastically and
ineffectually, to the problems by which it is
seized. Efforts by major intergovernmental
institutions to grasp the world problematique through their hierarchical structures
have been of little success - even when
coordinative bodies are used to link their
programmes. They amount to a " maintenance .. level approach, using the Club of
Rome terminology. National Governments
have exhibited similar incapacity within
their countries. The vital importance of
this " learning capacity of nations .. was
stressed in 1978 by Ambassador Soedjatmoko, currently Rector of the UN University:
« The capacity of a nation - not just of its
government, but of society as a whole - to
adjust to rapidly changing techno-economic,
socio-cultural and political changes, on a
scale which makes it possible to speak of social transformation, very much depends on
its collective capacity to generate. to ingest,
to reach out for, and to utilise a vast amount
of new and relevant information. This capacity for creative and innovative response to
changing conditions and new challenges I
would like to call the learning capacity of a
nation. This capacity is obviously not limited
to the cognitive level, but includes the attitudinal, institutional and organisational levels
of society as well .. (3).

Whilst technically it may shortly be possible to recall by computer any item of information, the problem lies with how the user
is to use such a facility given the limited
processing capacity of the brain. And,
more specifically, how is he to learn from
it and to what extent will it. facilitate social
learning in relation to the world problematique?
This basic contraint emerges more clearly
in the Dakar Declaration (1979) of Informatique pour les Tiers Mondes :
"The key element of human communications - the ordering and transmission of information - is tending to become a source of
mis-communication. The scientific and technological breakthroughs which have led to
the informatics revolution are way a head of
the learning process of human society. This
culturallag is the most serious challenge to
a comprehensive view of the implications of
informatics. It is a matter of values, of organizational capacity and transformation in
mental structures".

Groupware configurations
as containers: possibilities
A fresh approach to the problem is offered
by Yona Friedman in a stUdy of the critical
groupsize above which groups cease to
be able to function effectively. This study
emphasizes that an individual, or a collective body for that matter, can only maintain
a very limited number (" valency») of effective contacts thus forcing the communication pattern into the form of a network
(possibly linking conventional hierarchical
bodies) :

I

I

f

I
I
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I think, personally, that a « centrelass " network, a society with "weak communication " might be a goal worth striving for, as it
might offer better tools for survival than in
our actual society. I also think that the effects of critical size drive us in this direction,
but much more study is necessary before we
are able to speak out with certitude" (18,
p. 27). (See Annex).
«

But, expressed in this way, there is no
possibility of moving beyond the first three
levels of communication. Friedman's centreless network does not have any overriding pattern which would be the vehicle
for a new level of societal response to the
world problematique. It reflects diversity
without any degree of coherence or unity.
It is difficult to argue that existing networks give evidence of constituting a viable new level of structure - at best they
are a complement to conventional hierarchical bodies. As argued elsewhere, they
tend to «flabbiness» lacking necessary
" tension" (19). Such flabbiness is symptomatic of inability to maintain any level of
collective attention or awareness (*).
There is a little-known form of centreless
network which exists in a state of tensed
dynamic equilibrium. This is the tensegrity
(derived from tensional integrity) whose
overriding, non-hierarchical pattern is
essential to its integrity (13, 16). The
modes of the network respect Friedman's
condition of limited communication valency (usually 3 to 5). But the tensegrity network is usually curved, as a whole, as
though forming (approximately) the surface of a sphere. Thus it is finite but unbounded unlike networks conceived on a
two-dimensional surface. And the more
complex the network, the closer it approx-,
imates to a sphere. There is no privileged
centre on this surface network. But the
sphere centre, with respect to which the
network is curved, does focus as a common reference point about which dynamic
equilibrium is maintained. The sphere volume is however empty and its centre is
not " occupied» by any super-privileged
coordinating node. In this sense the network is doubly « centreless ». Such tensegrities are not simply theoretical configurations. They may be constructed. But
to do this a most important additional feature is required, for by itself any such network would simply collapse (like a string
shopping bag). The configuration is maintained by the presence or separators
which keep some adjacent nodes apart

(0) This may often be well illustrated in the microcosm of

a conference. One group of participants will agree that
viewpoint A is valid, subsequently another group will agree
that an opposing viewpoint B is valid. This progression
may finally form a network pattern or cycle of expression
and abandonment of opposing viewpoints (e.g. A-B-C-DA. or M-N-O-P-Q-R-S-M). It might even be hypothesized
that the length of such cycles (or the complexity of the network) is unconsciously chosen by the group so that the
pattern cannot be encompassed by the collective attention span of those present. Subjection to such cycles
bears a strong resemblance to the situation identified by
the well-known Peter Principle. This states" People are
promoted to the level at which they become incompetent ".
A conference group would thus necessarily be incompetent in that collectively it cannot sustain the attention span
to encompass the cycle it engenders and is consequently
floverned by the linear sequence of viewpoints through
which it progresses as well as the dynamics between
them.

and tense the network connections between them. Thus a tensegrity is a configuration of dynamic equilibrium between
two counter-balancing forces which together maintain the integrity of the
sphere (20).
How can such a configuration "contain
significance»? It must be remembered
that significance is conventionally associated with hierarchical structures and is
considered as concentrated in, or focused
into, the highest element in the hierarchy
(e.g. the highest office or the most general
concept). But for a hierarchy to function as
an adequate container:
- the relative insigificance of the iower
elements in the hierarchy relative to the
higher must be accepted by all concerned
- significant interaction between the lower elements can only take place if mediated by a higher level element
- an external force is required (an enemy
or a problem) against which the hierarchy acts thereby "recharging" its
own significance.
Such characteristics do not match the
complexity of the modern problematique.
In the tensegrity, however, there is no
higher or lower element in any conventional sense. Interactions between adjacent elements are governed by the dynamism of the counterbalancing forces. And
the externality of the enemy or problem is
transmuted into an internal structuring force (*).
It is worth noting that human beings are
seemingly unable to comprehend significance except in terms of difference. This
is especially evident in the physiology of
vision (eye scanning movement) or hearing (**), and.. is probably equally true in
the realm o( values. If the difference is
externalized, humankind will forever
need an external "enemy» to recharge
its significance. If it can be internalized in
tensegrity-type containers, then there is
a possibility of transforming the dynamics into a more fruitful and more significant pattern. This approach has been
explored in more detail elsewhere (10,
20).
InterdiscIplinary illusion

Friedman's notion of maximum valency for
a node in a network may be usefully extended to the realm of concepts and intellectual disciplines. If it is recognized that
each concept or discipline can only effectively be related to a very limited number
of "adjacent" concepts or disciplines,
then the much desired goal of meaningful
interdisciplinarity emerges in a new light.
It i~ no longer a question of establishing a
"United Nations» of sovereign disci-

(") "An essential difference today is that contemporary
complexity is caused predominantly by human activities...
Global problems, currently the chief manifestations of
complexity, are first and foremost human problems. They
are only secondarily attributable to natural causes" (5,
pp. 5-7).
('0) " ... we are always comparing one sound with another. We can appreciate only th differences In sound
(21, p. 23).

plines (*), possibly with "Specialized
Agencies ". This conception of hierarchical interdisciplinarity is an illusion. The
question is rather whether the overlapping pattern of relationships between
concepts of disciplines (**) can be perceived as a spherical tensegrity network
in which the very real incompatibilities between some concepts or disciplines are
recognized as the vital structuring factor
to maintain the integrity of the whole at a
new level of significance. The tragedy of
our civilization is not so much that these
incompatibilities are the basis for so much
irrational emotional hostility between
those who should collectively be providing
guidance in response to the world problematique. The real tragedy is society's inability to make use of these incompatibilities, recognizing them for the structural
and energizing resource they represent. It
is the wedding between the rational and
the irrational which needs to be brought
about.

Associative network
How then is all this relevant to the role of
associations in transnational communication ? Given the inability of anyone body
to contain the range of significance relevant to the world problematique, it becomes necessary for society to depend
upon the communicating network of bodies (***) each aware of some portion of
the relevant pattern of significance. Each
such body becomes the active guardian of
some portion of collective memory. With
each such body are associated those individuals for whom that portion of collective memory is an active preoccupation.
But, as argued above, it is far from enough
to rely on the network simply as a network.
The inadequacies of this strategy are evident in the manner in which crises are
progressively exceeding society's control. If, once again, it is recognized that
each body can only relate meaningfully to
a very limited number of other bodies, then
the challenge is to see whether this network cannot be perceived as a tensegrity
network.
In such a tensegrity, once again, the very
incompatibilities between some bodies in
it would be an essential structuring feature to ensure the dynamism and integrity
of the whole at a new level of significance.
In this way the widest possible spectrum
of perspectives is reflected in (or contained by) the consensual network - without attempting simplistically to arrive at
total consensus on particular issues
(which would distort the network or rip it
apart). Once again, the unbounded curved
network does not have an " occupied cen-

(.) " Learning research should be re-oriented, intemisci·
plinarity should help to overcome the detrimental" sovereignty" of the individual disciplines" (5, p. 134).
(") This recalls the so-called" fish-scale" model of knowledge.
tU) Simplifstic distinctions such as between intergovernmental and nongovernmental no longer reflect the complexity of society or the bodies active in it.
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tre ». The centre of the sphere is inaccessible to the surface network which defines
it. It is this centre which is effectively the
unstateable common reference point for
the network - unstateable because no formulation from any particular local surface
position would lead to »agreement
around the whole surface ». It is its" emptiness » which is effectively an indication
of its utility (*).(See Annex).
Ar8as of the surface of the sphere then indicate possible common interest groups
(e.g. at a "coordinating» conference).
But as the area increases, the " horizon
effects» of the sphere prevent the more
distant points from appearing relevant or
significant to each other - they have different external referents (00).
This situation suggests the possibility of
moving away from «resolutions» based
on unanimity or a " democratic majority»
towards variegated consensual outcomes.
It provides a stabilized (spherical) "platform» on which new forms of organized
action can then be based and interrelated.
It is no longer possible to depend optimistically upon managing action based on
agreement (and the associated variety reduction). The network cannot be " organized» by any central body although recognition of its emerging pattern can be
facilitated. Solutions have to be found to
the more challenging problem of the selfmanagement of (partially ordered) configurations of disagreement - and benefitting from the variety of perspectives thus
encompassed.
" Resolutions" necessarily tend to give
rise to simplistic hierarchical structures to
implement them. By contrast, this approach delineates the pattern of the decentralized organizational network needed
to operationalize the complex range of
tasks reflected in the contrasting perspectives of the bodies in the network and yet the integrity of the whole is maintained (see Annex).
World problem network contained

Of special significance in this case are the
symmetry properties of any such world
problem tensegrity. These are the major
factors behind the dynamic eqUilibrium of
the problematique. As unseen «negative »forces they merit the symbolic labels
attributed to them in religious pantheons,
as does the empty centre of such a problem tensegrity. For it is not the " surface
features" of the problematique which
sould be the focus of concern, but rather
those dynamic patterns which govern the
manifestation of such features. These are
necessarily difficult to comprehend - most
difficult being the significance of the empty centre and the fundamental challenge it
constitutes to our current civilization.
This problem network can be "contained » (.) if it is melded into the associative network discussed above. This process is however a continuing challenge to
comprehension which at the moment far
surpasses our collective ability, and
where comprehension fails elements of
the problematique will literally spring out
of containment ("). Much needs to be investigated in this domain.
Encouraging more relevant
communication patterns

Through such participatory exercises
hopefully the practical outlines of a new
macro-level strategy will emerge in a
comprehensible form capable of focusing
the diversity of perspectives relevant to
the containment of the world problematique.

Role of the individual

It is one thing to note real possibility for
society to give birth to a new overriding
tensegrity communication pattern appropriate to the containment of the world
problematique and whereby collective
perception of society's condition is transmuted into a new framework. But it is quite
another thing altogether to discover what
specific communication pathways need
to be opened up, and how this can be
encouraged. Strangely enough society
knows little about building communication networks, other than under hierarchical initiatives. Who could indicate
the relationships between the forms of
communication in the map in Diagram 1 ?
One macro-level approach would be to
undertake a continuing experiment with
information on all international bodies
such as the 10,000 identified in the Yearbook of International Organizations (4).

The same approach can be applied to ordering society's perceptions of world
problems. In preparing the Yearbook of
World Problems and Human Potential (8),
documents of international bodies led to
the description of some 2,600 such problems in a network of 13,000 relationships.
It is possible that this could be usefully
perceived as a curved tensegrity network
structured by the incompatibilities between certain perceived problems.

- beyond two-dimensional matrices of
such bodies (on the basis of experiments in matrix organization)
- to three-dimensional interlocking categories constituting a tensegrity-type
communication pattern (20).

Once again the full significance of the network as a whole cannot be comprehended from anyone part of it. But this approach reflects a major step beyond the
easy use of the term "world problematique ", and offers avenues ofcomprehension lacking in a compilation like the
above Yearbook.

In practice this might take the form of a
computer-generated " Transnational Action Yellow-pages" on which initial tests
have already been made with funding from
the Commonwealth Science Council. The
mapping and interactive dimension of this
project has not as yet been able to attract
funds.

(') This paragraph. and those following in this section.
have been adapted from (17).
("') The possibility that gfobal organization should reflect
the constraints on communication networks around a
spherical planet should not be neglected. Hierarchical
structures cannot be mapped effectively onto spheres

tJ .. Encountered" might be a more appropriate term from
a Jungian perspective. The world problematique is the
planetary " shadow»

The aim would be to move:

r'") As ;s welf modelled in the process of construcr;ng
stick-and-string tensegrity.

One micro-level approach would be to experiment with communication between
participants at large-group conferences.
This possibility was opened up at the
1979 conference ofths Society for General Systems Research (17). A further development of this «metaconferencing ..
experiment took place at the 1980 World
of
Transnational
AssociaForum
tions (22). Much more work is required
however before participants can be
helped to construct tensegrity groups (at a
conference) which those involved perceive as having a new order of significance. And even more will be required before tensegrity communication patterns
can emerge to provide the basis for tensegrity conferences (15). But the nature
and practicality of what needs to be done
is very clear.

a

Although communication clearly involves
human beings, it is too easy to neglect the
human factor and treat individuals as
communicating" units ". This is no longer
an adequate perspective as the Club of
Rome report points out:
" Not only is a critical element still missing
from most discussion on global problems.
but the most striking analyses of the world
problematique are diverting attention from a
fundamental issue. What has been missing
is the human element. and what is at issue is
what we call the human gap... We call it a human gap, because it is a dichotomy between
a growing complexity ofour own making and
a lagging development of our own capacities" (5, pp 6-7).

The key to a better integrated fourth level
of focused communication in response to
the world problematique lies in enhancing
the individual's ability to comprehend
more subtle patterns. The limits to integration lie in the individual's limited ability
to « put things together" in more complex
ways. But these limits may be artificially
reinforced by widespread emphasis on
the most obvious and least subtle forms of
integration. Integration needs itself to be
« liberated". In a paper exploring this
possibility (11), it was concluded that:
« ... more elegant forms of integration might
not only be desirable but also necessary for
effective integration to be achieved. But
whilst our values now stress the importance of centring social development on
the human being... It would appear that, to
bring out the kind of integration which is
required by the conditions of our society,
it is essential that integration be embodied. transmuted and expressed through
the individual in movement. The individual
is in this sense the dynamic " keystone ..
to an integration relevant to human social
development ».
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